Partner-Specific Prediction of Protein-Dimer Stability from Unbound Structure of Monomer.
Protein complexes play deterministic roles in live entities in sensing, compiling, controlling, and responding to external and internal stimuli. Thermodynamic stability is an important property of protein complexes; having knowledge about complex stability helps us to understand the basics of protein assembly-related diseases and the mechanism of protein assembly clearly. Enormous protein-protein interactions, detected by high-throughput methods, necessitate finding fast methods for predicting the stability of protein assemblies in a quantitative and qualitative manner. The existing methods of predicting complex stability need knowledge about the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the intended protein complex. Here, we introduce a new method for predicting dissociation free energy of subunits by analyzing the structural and topological properties of a protein binding patch on a single subunit of the desired protein complex. The method needs the 3D structure of just one subunit and the information about the position of the intended binding site on the surface of that subunit to predict dimer stability in a classwise manner. The patterns of structural and topological properties of a protein binding patch are decoded by recurrence quantification analysis. Nonparametric discrimination is then utilized to predict the stability class of the intended dimer with accuracy greater than 85%.